GFAA Newsletter
July 2018
From the President
The first edition of the GFAA Newsletter was well
received with much positive feedback and anglers
availing themselves of the free subscription service.
Here we are now into our second edition with many
thanks to everybody who has taken the time to submit
articles.
Last year whilst fishing my own club’ s tournament at
Hervey Bay, we were asked to take Greg Grainger from
the Travel Oz TV program (Channel 72 every Saturday),
on my boat Rammpage. The Fraser Coast Regional
Council had commissioned him to do a promotional
video of fishing on the Fraser Coast. Typically when you
have a cameraman on the boat you won’t catch anything
all day.
We went out over the Breaksea Spit at the 13 mile
crossing, putting the lures out not long after, and
catching a nice little black marlin. We changed up to
heavy tackle as our Hervey Bay tournament is both light
and heavy. With only a couple of lures in, we got a
couple of great dolphin fish before hooking up to a nice
blue marlin. We dropped it fairly quickly, hooked up to a
second blue, unfortunately dropping it close to the boat,
I was then on strike when we got a further blue of
around 150kg that was tagged. A wahoo of about 20kg
was next, in what was a blinder of a day. Greg Grainger
was over the moon with the footage he got.
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Sadly, we lost one of our game fishing stalwarts on the
25th of June. Daphne, a Life Member of GFAA, passed
away after a long illness. she was the original Treasurer
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of the Cairns Game Fishing Club which was inaugurated in 1965 and brushed shoulders
with a very long list of the who`s who of anglers.
A tribute to Daphne’s contribution to game fishing can be found on page 29. Our
condolences go out to her family and friends.

Marine Parks
Alongside is the latest
information on the
Marine Parks from The
Hon. Josh Frydenberg’s
office. Whilst we don’t
like to be denied
access to our oceans,
we think we have
achieved the most
favourable outcome
that could have
negotiated and look
forward to being
included in the
ongoing
management of
the Marine Parks.

GFAA Museum
We are in the process of hopefully having a museum for our sport set up on the Gold
Coast. All being well by the next newsletter, I will be able to give you some more
information on this exciting opportunity to display the history of Game fishing in
Australia.
Tight lines and stay safe on the water.
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GFAA Mid-Year Conference
The mid-year conference of the GFAA executive took place on 27th May. It is a precursor
to the Annual Meeting which this year will be held in Adelaide on 3rd November. Issues
of importance to the general membership and which will be taken to the annual
conference include a clarification of Angling Rule 1, as outlined on page 24, the
introduction of a social media policy for the association, and discussion on high cash
prizes. All State Associations have been invited to contribute to the discussion.

New GFAA Executive Members
New to the GFAA Executive since the 2017 Annual Meetings are Jason Probert from
Tasmania and Bruce Simpson from Northern Territory. Their responsibilities include
representation of their states to GFAA and vice versa, and participation in the decision
making processes of the national association. GFAA executive members are elected by
the state associations.

Jason Probert - GFAA Executive Officer, Junior Coordinator – Tasmania
Jason’s first involvement with game fishing was at a club level
more than 10 years ago followed a couple of seasons later
progressing to state level administration then in turn to
national level. He describes the learning curve as a steep one,
but over the ten plus years of involvement Jason’s had the
privilege of making many life-long friendships and has fond
memories.
A highlight has been meeting people from many walks of life
that share the passion for game fishing. Jason has found the life skills and experiences
developed during his association with GFAA and game fishing valuable when talking with
people about what game fishing has to offer.

Bruce Simpson – GFAA Executive Officer- Northern Territory
Bruce grew up fishing on the NW coast of Western Australia in
Dampier. Over time the boat size grew enough to allow him to
begin his pursuit into game fishing. As a member of King Bay
GFC he joined the general committee assisting in the running
of the club and the social media channels. Moving to the N.T in
2015 saw him join Darwin GFC and he soon joined the
committee there and worked to reinvigorate the passion in blue
water fishing in the area by bringing back tag and release for billfish and gamefish as well
as the introduction of the Billfish Bash held in April. He also holds the position of Weigh
Master for the club.
Being the father of two daughters drives Bruce’s passion to see juniors pick up a rod and
reel and enjoy the sport. Bruce is new to NTGFA and hopes to bring fresh enthusiasm to
the committee, continue to grow sportfishing in the NT and work with the clubs to
promote their events. Also to increase the awareness of the good work the clubs do and
encourage the younger generation, supporting and teaching them along the way as
much as he can about this magnificent pastime.
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State News
New South Wales – Grahame Williams OAM,
GFAA Life member, GFAA Executive Officer, NSW.
NSWGFA waters have continued producing good catches since the last mid-March
Newsletter. Since then sanctioned tournaments held in NSW waters have all had
excellent entries and very good catches. Below is a write up on a few.

2018 Kiama Leagues Club Blowhole Big Fish Classic April 7th and 8th 2018.
Absolutely super, would be the best way of headlining the Blowhole Big Fish Classic for
2018, with plenty of marlin, mahi mahi and yellowfin tuna combining with great
weather, low swell, light winds and the sun shining. 32 boats and 108 anglers entered
chasing 18 categories in the Capture and Tag and Release categories. This year it was
also fortunate to have black marlin in the mix with the “flag ship fish”, big blue marlin
and striped marlin.
A total of 19 marlin were tagged and released, with an estimate of triple that many not
making it to the boat. Unfortunately for some anglers, several big blues and blacks were
lost at the boat. One blue marlin of 141.5kg was weighed for angler David Deans, fishing
on the boat “Frantic” skippered by Steve Banks, this fish took out the Heaviest Marlin
Capture award. The Heaviest Yellowfin Tuna, 54.8kgs on 24kg line was caught by Nick
Sergi fishing on “Her Choice”, skippered by Lance Beevers. Heaviest Other Game Fish, a
12kg mahi mahi on 10kg line was caught by Tracey Vaartjes on “In Deep”. Last but not
least in the capture stakes, was Heaviest Shark. Angler Mark O’Donoghue fishing on
“Reckless” skippered by Craig “Monty” Tuohy made it to the weigh station just in time on
Sunday with a whaler of 251kg on 15kg.
Kiama hosted the NSWGFA Junior Representative team for the Blowhole Tournament
lead by Grahame Williams, OAM.
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Grahame, the NSWGFA Treasurer and Records Officer, fishing on “Nemo”, came away
winning Champion Junior Angler Tag and Release for Ryan Kaczorowski, with a striped
marlin and 5 mahi mahi. “Nemo” was also awarded Most OGF Tag and Release
Champion Boat with 17 mahi mahi.
From left to right on the image above are: Stephen Schneff (deckie and helper), Rhys
Jolly Jnr M (Newcastle GFC), Harry Miriklis (Owner and Skipper-Nemo), Ryan Kaczorowski
Jnr M (Port Macquarie GFC), Kaitlyn Schofield Jnr F (Bermagui BGAC), Jack Miegel Jnr M
(Broken Bay GFC), Grahame Williams, OAM ( Team Captain and Chaperone).

The Sydney GFC Peter Goadby Memorial Tournament, April 28th and 29th.

Over the two days of fishing the fleet of thirty boats raised a total of 104 fish, with 76
being fought and 29 being tagged or captured. The fish weren’t small either with
multiple yellowfin over 68kg being taken, as well as a number of blues in excess of
160kg.
Heaviest marlin was a blue of 337.5kg caught by Ron Kovacs fishing on “Ambition”
skippered by Ivan Bennett, and in the Junior category, Elly Offord Jnr F, with a 169.5kg
blue fishing on her father Murry’s boat Cookie.

Port Hacking GFC Shimano 100 - 23rd and 24th March.
There were over 60 boats entered in this tournament with about 80% paying the extra
entry fee to fish for a special cash prize of $50,000 being offered for the heaviest blue
marlin over 250kg.
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There were some great catches and many tags and releases over the two days,
however, the big special money prize did not go off.
Grahame Williams assisted the committee by doing the radio sked’s for the two days
with the assistance of long-time member Barry Yates. Results were:
Heaviest Blue Marlin was on Reel Affair (PHGFC) at 196.70kg.
Heaviest Yellowfin was on Tantrum (SGFC) at 68kg caught by SGFC President Karen
Wright.
Heaviest Shark was on Scirocco (PHGFC) at 446.5kg tiger.
Champion boat T&R was Onsite, PHGFC with seven marlin.
Small Fry T&R was won by Nash McNally with his first ever marlin.
The fishing scene is still good at present with some yellowfin around. SBT have now
turned up in our waters and some really good catches of broadbill swordfish have been
reported. There will be boats out chasing these species during the cooler water months
to keep their skills up to date and ready for next season’s effort. Winter is also a good
time for sharks in these waters, particularly makos, so the shark boys will on the water
also.
Most club point score tournaments are finished for the season and will start up again
around September with a couple of sanctioned tournaments being run over the winter
months. Most clubs also have their annual presentations starting in July and finishing in
August or early September so by the time of the next Newsletter there will be results to
report.
The past 3 months has seen some great record size fish being caught including:
Striped marlin of 125kg on 10kg by Chloe Laurence caught off Eden.
Tiger shark of 543.5kg on 24kg by Elliott Gyler caught off Swansea.
Blue marlin of 337.5kg on 24kg by Ron Kovacs caught of Sydney as mentioned
previously in news above.
Broadbill swordfish of 109kg on 24kg by Angus Dowsett caught off Sydney.
Blue marlin of 169.5kg on 60kg by Elly Offord Jnr F caught off Sydney.
SBT of 72kg on 15kg by Kaitlyn Schofield Jnr F caught off Eden. Kaitlyn’s achievements
are documented on page 23.
The next major event in NSW is the NSWGFA AGM and Annual Presentation of Trophies
for all NSW Waters, being held at Shellharbour on 20th – 22nd July. News of that will be
included in the next Newsletter.
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Northern Territory - Bruce Simpson, President NTGFA
The wet season has finally come to an end
for the NT, which sees the wind shift from
a moist westerly breeze to a dry easterly;
the rains disappear and the landscape
changes dramatically. It also signals the
start of some of the best times for fishing
along the coast with the run off
conditions in the major rivers seeing
millions of litres of water flow off the
floodplains, sending nutrients to the
mouths of these systems and into the
Arafura sea. Unfortunately these
easterly winds have been stronger than
usual, resulting in fishing being quiet
over the last 6 weeks.

Joey Selvey with a tagged
sail from Black Pearl

On the east coast the Nhulunbuy
Regional Sports Fishing Club is busying
celebrating its 40th anniversary, a
fantastic achievement for all those
past and present involved in the club,
The NTGFA wishes further
Ken Roderick with a
tagged Dundee sail

success to the club and best
wishes to the new committee
elected in May, I look forward to
working with the team over the
remainder of the year.
The support for juniors in Gove
continues with regular junior
competitions proudly supported
by Rio Tinto and Gove Tackle
World. The kids will be hitting the
water over the July school
holidays hoping to bag a fish of a
life time, NRSFC is also busy
preparing for their round of
yearly tournaments with John
Jones Memorial Billfish
Challenge on the weekend of 67th October and the XXXX Gold
Gove Game Classic from the
17th-25th November.
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In the west, many a crew from
Darwin Game Fishing Club
were eagerly awaiting for the
seasons to change and the
conditions return to what
provides such a landmark year
for bill fishing off the Dundee
coast. DGFC hosted the second
annual Billfish Bash in mid-April
with 21 teams competing
comprising 71 anglers, of which
13 were juniors and 9 ladies,
enjoying beautiful conditions for
two days off Dundee. The first
Small fry Ayva Roderick tags her first sailfish from Bluebone
day was slow going, as the usual
grounds just weren’t showing
feeding activity on the local bait as it sat low in the water column. As teams spread out it
became clear that north was the direction to head as Team Catbo managed to tag three
sailfish and one black marlin.
Day two saw one of the best days in the club’s history as all teams moved north to the
same grounds where pods of sailfish appeared behind the spreads of the teams. They
recorded a tremendous number of fish tagged for what was a short day. In the end, two
days of fishing resulted in 142 fish raised, 101 hooked and 54 fish tagged including five
black marlin.
Congratulations to team Meg II for winning champion boat, Nate Saunders from Meg II
for champion junior angler, Lisa Taylor from Meg II for champion female angler and
Travis Westfield from Team Catbo for champion male angler.
Tagged sail for Travis Westfield on Catbo.

The Victorious Meg II Team
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Queensland
Ian Bladin GFAA Executive representing Qld South
Winter arrived a fortnight ago and the good news is that it seems to be over
for this year, as we’re back to mid-twenties temperatures. Hopefully we will see calmer
conditions than we’ve had lately, as picking the right days to go fishing has been
something of a lottery.
Gold Coast postponed their Garmin Blue Marlin Classic twice, but eventually found the
right weekend and had a very good turnout of teams. There were 25 fish tagged and
one weighed for a potential junior record. Champion Boat was Nga Hua, with three tags,
followed by Special K and Redonkulous that came in third. Congratulations also to
Champion Angler Steve Bracken and Champion Junior Sam Capel.
When the weather has been good, the keen ones have been out there chasing the heavy
tackle fish, with the main focus this time of year being blue marlin on the wider
grounds. Given the unpredictable weather, the results have been quite reasonable
around the Gold Coast, with most boats returning with a few tags or at least stories of
the ones that got away.
Further North to the Sunshine Coast and the story is the same, although lately there
have been some smaller black marlin and sailfish on the closer-in grounds, with plenty
of anglers out there chasing them and the heavy tackle models when they can.

The Fraser Coast remains the Jewel in the Crown of South Queensland at present and
anyone looking for awesome fishing should check this area out. It has been producing
consistently for the past twelve months, experience and knowledge of the area is
building rapidly and the results are there to see. It’s July, we all expect the juvenile black
marlin to show up between Cairns and Townsville, but surprisingly it’s the Fraser Coast
that seems to be stealing the thunder from their northern cousins, with the littlies
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already showing up in reasonable numbers. There is some speculation that they are
from a different spawning, and over time, with some research we’re bound to find the
right answer to that.
The area is certainly a great place to fish, a spectacular island as the backdrop, sheltered
anchorages at night and with the advantage of being able to change from light to heavy
tackle depths almost with the blink of an eye, or at least the consumption of a malt
sandwich. Hervey Bay locals have not kept the place a secret, anglers from the Sunshine
and Gold Coast make regular trips up there to fish and one who has made his mark
recently is Brett Alty, skippering Mistress. The teamhas tagged just under 200 billfish
during the 2017-2018 season, a great effort anywhere. On the heavy tackle side, blue
marlin are more prevalent, most in the 80 to 150 kg range, powerful enough for a good
fight, but the rule is to always be prepared for the monsters lurking around, be they
blue or black, with the first grander thought to be there waiting to be caught.
Tight Lines and Get Those Tags In

Mick Meiers GFAA Executive representing Qld North and Ben Bright Weipa GFC
North Queensland has a new club,
the Weipa GFC, The club’s president
is Gavin Roberts and its 53 active
members have tagged over 400
billfish this year alone. The
dominant species is sailfish from
15 – 20 kg. There is typically a
yearly run of very small black
marlin under 15kg. The members
have gained approval for,
financed, constructed and
deployed four FADs with great
success, resulting in dolphin fish,
once a rarity, now being a
common capture. Plenty of
sailfish are caught nearby and
there have been many reports
of marlin feeding on the
dolphinfish schools.
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The most tagged billfish in
a day by a single boat
stands at 19 sailfish, with
several boats in the
"double digits club". The
largest marlin
documented was around
350lb accidentally caught
when it ate a Spanish
mackerel being fought.
An annual three day
tournament is held each
year at the beginning of
October.
Aside from captures of
dolphin fish, sailfish and
small blacks Weipa has
attracted some odd
catches, for example in
the last two years: a
black marlin in a cast
net while casting for
bait, a 900lb broadbill
swordfish washed up
alive on the beach, and
just when you think
you have it all worked
out every year somebody hooks a couple
of 300 – 400lb blacks. All this happens in fishing depths of 5 – 30 metres
which is 25nm from shore.
This club also has made significant contributions to scientific research. DNA samples
proved that their marlin come from Taiwan stocks and the sailfish are from Indian
Ocean stock. The club has also supplied samples of the heads small black marlin for
research purposes. A big thanks to the club and Ben Bright, a charter operator, in
particular who have this new Queensland club punching well above its weight.
Expect to hear more about this active, remote QGFA club.
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South Australia – John Marsh – President SAGFA
With the abundance of southern bluefin tuna around South Australia over the past six
years it has been concerning to anglers to hear reports about potential changes to the
management of the recreational SBT catch in Australia. As stocks have recovered we
have seen an increase in recreational catch in this State that has provided many anglers,
not just game fishers, a chance to
catch this iconic species so close
to Adelaide.
Aaron Komaromi’s recaptured samsonfish
SBT fishing has provided, and will
continue to provide, economic and
social benefits to the State. A
decision to change the recreational
management of SBT without an
understanding of the recreational
catch would be disappointing to say
the least. We look forward to
learning more about the complex
issues involved in managing the SBT
fishery moving forward, and to being
involved in the ARFF / IMAS
tuna champion’s programme.
On a fishing note, SBT are still prolific around
Port Lincoln where the Game Fishing Club of
South Australia members have been tagging
plenty of fish. Port MacDonnell has also been
producing fish, with the odd barrel being
caught. Samsonfish and yellowtail kingfish are
showing up on the offshore reefs with a
consistent flow of tag recaptures occurring,
including Aaron Komaromi recapturing his
own tagged samsonfish. We have also had a
couple of notable mako shark captures in
recent months, the first being an impressive
99.75kg mako on 10kg line caught by Sam
Whan from the Port MacDonnell Offshore
Angling Club. Sam is a small fry and he has
submitted the capture for a State record.
Well done Sam. Adelaide Game Fishing Club
member Roger Munn has recently captured
an impressive 36kg mako shark on three
kilogram line.
Sam Whan’s 99.75kg mako on 10kg
In closing we are looking forward to some
warmer weather and spring time when
snapper and whaler sharks move up our Gulfs to breed in warmer water. We
are also hoping the kingfish will be abundant at Port Augusta this season with fish
beginning to arrive from August.
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Tasmania – John Edwards, President TGFA
Since the GFAA March Newsletter Tasmania’s busy game fishing season
has progressed well with six TGFA Sanctioned Tournaments run and
won. The Sports fishing Club of Tasmania (SFCT) successfully hosted the
inaugural Tasmanian Broadbill Championship in March out of Eaglehawk Neck. 25 teams
participated in the tournament and the contest was won by Antony Suttil from the Tuna
Club of Tasmania with a 209kg broadbill capture on 37kg tackle fishing aboard the family
trailer boat “Chief”. SFCT also hosted the
Peninsula Challenge in May again out of
Eaglehawk Neck. 51 teams with just on 150
anglers competed with a great
representation of all angling categories
including a large number of Junior and
Small Fry anglers. Rebecca Strehl from
SFCT captured the highest points score
tuna with a nice 303 point SBT.
The Game Fishing Club of Northern
Tasmania (GFCNT) hosted their annual
Easter Tournament and their Winter Wind
Up on the Queen’s Birthday long weekend
in June, both out of popular north eastern
port St Helens. The Winter Wind Up saw 24
teams contest the tournament with 30
southern bluefin tagged and released. The
notable capture at this event was Melissa
McGiveron’s (SHGFC) 122.6kg SBT captured
on 37kg tackle aboard the vessel “Ice Age”.
This fish is a pending State and Australian
record.

Rebecca Strehl HPS tuna

April also saw Tasmania’s premier tuna
fishing tournament the Australian Bluefin
Championship hosted by the Tuna Club of
Tasmania and contested out of Pirates Bay
at Eaglehawk Neck.
Melissa McGiveron’s 122.6kg SBT on 37kg
Australian Bluefin Championship – Dash to the Rock
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An 80 boat fleet went head to head. Day 1 started with the traditional sail past and the
dash to the offshore Hippolyte Rocks. All 25 categories were won with notable winners
being team Papa Zula winning tag
and release with 35200 points,
Heaviest southern bluefin tuna of
the contest was Simon
Shoenmaker’s 29.80kg SBT on 10kg
tackle landed aboard “Powerzone”.
The and highest point score tuna by
a junior angler was 192.50 point
capture by Hayley Kent, a 7.7kg
Albacore on 6kg tackle landed
aboard “Sea Wolf 2”.
Hayley Kent - Albacore

A noteworthy tag and release of a
southern bluefin tuna at Pedra Branca Rock by
Tuna Club of Tasmania Life Member Mark Watson, has been recaptured in New
Zealand. The fish was tagged on the 19th April 2018 at an estimated weight of 25kg. After
1101 nautical miles and 789 day at liberty the fish was recaptured off the east coast of
the south island by a long liner at 40kg. This is the first recapture of a SBT tagged in
Tasmanian waters to be recaptured in NZ.

ARFF, IMAS and FRDC Initiative
A national Tuna Champions program was recently
launched in Hobart, to bring together recreational
anglers that fish for southern bluefin tuna as
stewards of this iconic species.
Being a Tuna Champion is about knowing the best
methods for catching and handling southern bluefin
tuna, so they have the greatest chance of surviving if
you choose to release them – and handling and
preparing the ones you keep to make the most of
every fish you catch.
The program is an initiative of the Australian
Recreational Fishing Foundation, in collaboration
with the Institute for Marine and Antarctic Studies
at the University of Tasmania. It is funded by the
Australian Government through the Fisheries Research and Development Corporation.
Being a Tuna Champion means doing it better. Find out how small moves make a
difference: follow TunaChampions on Facebook or visit www.tunachampions.com.au .
There is an excellent write up on this program in the current BlueWater magazine –
Issue 132.
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Victoria - Anton Vogiatzis, Vice President GFAV
With the days growing ever so slightly longer, the cold weather has well
and truly set in! While the weather forecast has provided limited
windows of opportunity, there has been some great reports from around
the state.
Broadbill swordfish have
received a lot of attention lately
and deservedly so. The Victorian
GFC in conjunction with
Gippsland Lakes held their
inaugural broadbill tournament
out of Lakes Entrance. This
month long tournament
attracted many anglers across
several states to try their luck
tangling with the gladiators of
the deep. Some great
achievements from the comp
included a pending Victorian
and Australianrecord 277kg on
37kg line to female angler Sally

Bourke and the crew on “Home Strait”
(BSGFC) successfully tagging and
releasing a healthy sword. Some other
notable captures form the comp
included an SBT of 61kg to Rick
Ziarkowski, an 84kg mako to Simon
Crane and an opah to Alex King and
Rob Gray. A great effort with two
broadbill also landed on the same
day.
Southern bluefin tuna have turned up
in great numbers in the south west
and even the odd fish landed in
central Bass Strait. Weighing in at up
to an impressive 155kg, these great
fish so close to home for many.
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Young gun Tait Missen has impressed again with a capture of a 143.4kg SBT out from
Portland. A pending Victorian and Australian record, Tait has already achieved so many
fantastic captures around the country. Can’t wait to
see what he catches next!
While we are nearing what was considered the end
of the traditional SBT season, the last few years has
proven it to be an almost year round fishery on our
coastline. Coupled with the emerging broadbill
fishery it is truly an exciting time for game fishing in
Victoria.

Tait Missen’s 143.4kg SBT

Above is an opah, a warm blooded
fish that grows to about 70kg and 1.5m. This
particular fish was caught by Robb Gray and Alex
King while fishing for broadbill
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Western Australia (South)
Peter Coote, GFAA and WAGFA Secretary
Tournament Activity
In the southern part of the state only three sanctioned tournaments have taken place
since the end of March, the Perth GFC Shimano WA Open, the Geraldton and Districts
OFC Halco Abrolhos Island tournament and the return of Naturaliste G&SF Club’s light
tackle comp.
The PGFC event held at Jurien Bay and aimed at tag, and/or measure and release,
produced a lot of light tackle captures with yellowfin tuna, mahi mahi, snapper and a
smattering of other tuna and samsonfish. Champion angler Brett Martin fishing on
Mark Jamieson’s champion boat “Bottom Line” and the crew, will be heading to Costa
Rica next year to compete in the Offshore World Championships. Regrettably dirty
water prevented billfish showing up.
The same dirty water made billfish hard to find at the Abrolhos Islands where the
Geraldton club ran their annual tournament. The event itself is not aimed at being a
large event but more-so a great occasion for a friendly bunch of anglers to come
together and enjoy the wonders of the Abrolhos. The light tackle, fly fishing and billfish
categories were very competitive with only a couple of marlin tagged.
NGSFC has resurrected its annual Light Tackle comp with membership increasing and
plenty of light tackle opportunities. A very good turnout of members was matched by
the weather and a small fry State and Australian record for a 2.4kg samsonfish on 2kg
was awarded to Tessa Lucas. A state samsonfish record for 7.4kg on 2kg tackle was also
awarded.

Long Distance FAD
In an exercise
crossing international
borders and requiring
the cooperation of
the Honorary
Mauritian Consulate
in Perth, the
Rodrigues Port
authorities and a local
charter boat operator,
the wayward All
Marine Services FAD
was recovered on
14th May, some 508
days after breaking
away, and 18 months
after deployment.
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The path of the FAD was followed across the Indian Ocean, much more closely in the
few weeks before recovery. As it neared Rodrigues, a Mauritian island state some
330nm east of Mauritius, it looked at one stage, as if it would make landfall on
Rodrigues. As it continued westwards it also swung south, and its trajectory indicated
that it would pass close to but south of the Island.
The trackers used by PGFC on all its FADs
send out a position report every 12 hours,
this can be altered to a frequency as short
as five minutes. The one in the pod on the
All Marine Services FAD was brand new
when it was deployed on 15th November
2016, which might explain why it was still
possible to get position data 18 months
later, even though the battery was down to
19%. A credit to the tracker and battery.
Rodrigues is described as paradise lost in
the Indian Ocean. The local waters are
home to marlin, dog tooth tuna, yellowfin
tuna, mahi mahi, and wahoo among others.
Yann Colas runs the game fishing boat
“Black Marlin” from the port of Mathurin on
the north coast. His organisation is
appropriately named the Rod Fishing Club
www.rodfishingclub.com . Yann is a certified
IGFA skipper, an IGFA representative for
Rodrigues and hosts an IGFA certified weigh
station. Clearly he knows something about
game fishing. PGFC was confident it was
dealing with the right person; Yann was
confident he could “rescue” the FAD.
So, at 10pm local time (UTC+6)
Sunday night 13th May and in
ideal conditions, Yann took off
in his boat at six knots to
head for an estimated
location around 40nm south
of the island. From six hours
later, PGFC gave him half
hourly position updates
through his father Alain, who
could contact him only
through a satellite phone.
Four hours after Yann should have been on the FAD there was no indication on the plot
that it had been intercepted; and he had turned off his sat phone. Many emails with
increasing levels of concern emanated from Perth. What is (not) happening? Alain was
calm. Then, the next half hour position report showed the shift in the track that PGFC
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been waiting for, northward about 5nm. Yann got back to Port Mathurin late that
evening and next morning we knew exactly where the FAD was – in his yard, according
to the tracker.
The report on what took so long appears to be interspersed with mention of wahoo,
yellowfin, other tuna and small dorado. It looks like Yann fished the FAD for a while
before loading it aboard. Why not?
In 2016 a number of the PGFC
FADs experienced
“disconnections” between the
chain immediately below the
float and the rope to the
remainder of the mooring
gear, no answers for why, but
it hasn’t happened since.
That was the cause of the All
Marine Services FAD going
adrift.

Very interestingly, the float appears
to be in almost pristine condition,
with the radar reflector
undamaged and very little marine
growth, which is hard to
understand. The image above
shows the clean underside of the
float, whilst the GoPro underwater
image on the right shows the FAD
floating high in the crystal clear
water.
The FAD had travelled a straight
line distance of 2900nm from the
Rottnest Trench, but with all the
eddies that it had picked up and
the northerly route it had
followed, it is a fair guess that it
likely travelled at least two to
three times that distance.
The tracker has since been
returned to Perth and hopefully
Yann can make some use out of
his newly aquired FAD.
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Junior Tournament
Kevin Oates, National Junior Tournament Coordinator
With the 30th June heralding the end of the 2017-18 juniorfishing tournament, may I
congratulate all those who were fortunate to capture, tag, measure and release fish.
Congratulations also to all those who have been fortunate to win monthly awards, it is
extremely pleasing to see so many happy faces of young anglers with their rewards for
hard work.
A total of 242 anglers competed in the competition during the year, 480 fish were
tagged and released, 230 measured and released as well as a further 156 captured:
truly a magnificent result.
In recent months a couple of significant
captures have been recorded in Victoria
with Tait Missen from the Victorian Game
Fishing Club capturing a southern bluefin
tuna weighing 143.4kg on 37kg tackle (see
also page 16). It is now a pending Victorian,
Australian and World record. A great feat for
a junior angler especially when it was only he
and his father on board to land the monster
fish. Congratulations Tait on a magnificent
fish.
Since then, an angler from the Latrobe Valley
Game Fishing Club, Wil Cunningham who is an
Wil Cunningham - broadbill
Tait Missen 143.4kg SBT

astute angler
having fishing in the GFAA Junior Team
2 years ago in New Zealand.
Having caught many billfish in Western
Australia on his father’s charter boat as
a small fry angler and in recent years
tackled and tagged 1000lb blacks in
Cairns, he wanted to have a go at a
broadbill swordfish.
Accompanied by his father Arthur who is
the president of the Latrobe Valley Club,
they chartered well known and
respected broadbill angler Richard Abela
on board his boat “Dream Catcher”.
Having left the port of Mallacoota in
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Victoria’s far east, they headed north fishing the continental shelf south of Eden.
Dropping a bait down to 60m, it wasn’t long before the reel started to tick over.
Wil was hooked up on stand-up 37kg tackle and in for a
long fight. Richard made the comment that Wil really
gave this fish some stick and was really impressed with
his approach, many senior anglers would have
struggled but not Wil.
With the fish only 50m down, a monstrous great white
shark appeared and it was decided to push the drag on
the reel to sunset. Within 10 minutes the broadbill was
boated before the white shark could get to his prize
catch. The total fight time was 45 minutes which is
remarkable for a broadbill swordfish.
It took several hours to get back to port and arriving at
Mallacoota at 9:30 pm, there was nowhere for their fish
to be weighed. Measurements were taken and its
length from fork to bottom jaw was 2.1m. It was
estimated to weigh 120Kg. A tremendous catch, well
done Wil. Unfortunately the catch won’t be counted in
the National Junior Tournament but the effort was
worth recognition.
Bryce Bartleson - black marlin

Junior Tournament
– Social Media
Kevin Oates has
initiated GFAA Juniors
Facebook Instagram
pages. These are being run
moderated by Kevin two of
the State Junior
Coordinators Nicole Sandy
Jan Flynn. His team of
helpers is a group of
current past female Junior
Tournament anglers all of
whom have achieved great
results in the Tournament
are a representative their
respective states.
The objective is to create
more interest from juniors
give them their own forum
for communication.
Click on the Facebook
button to go to the GFAA
Junior page.

Other highlights recently
saw Bryce Bartleson from
the Sunshine Coast GFC
tag 11 black marlin over
two weekends, Chloe
Hornhardt from WA
measured and released 30 fish in June mostly giant and golden trevally, Sam Whan from
SA weighed a monster mako shark weighing 99.75kg on 10kg line class.
Kaitlyn Schofield from the Bermagui BGAC captured a southern blue fin tuna weighing
72kg on 15kg line class. ( See Achievements column page 23)
Congratulation to all those anglers who have managed to catch, tag or measure
release fish this past year.
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Junior Team to Fish in New Zealand in June 2019
The Bay of Islands Swordfish Club, the oldest Club in New Zealand is holding its 50th
Anniversary Yellowtail Kingfish Tournament in June next year. It is a light tackle
competition using only 6kg line which can be very exciting with fish to 31.4kg.
Following the success of the Australian Junior Team that competed in this prestigious
tournament in 2016, we have approval from the GFAA Executive to again support a
Junior Team to New Zealand next year .A formal notice will be forwarded to all National
Junior Tournament entrants later in the year whereby anglers may submit their
application to be considered for selection in the team to represent GFAA in this
prestigious competition.

Junior Tournament Registration/Entry for 2018-19
Registration for the tournament continues to be ongoing free of charge so there is no
need to reregister. Don’t forget that if you change any of your personal details, address
etc, please use the edit User Profile section of the website to carry out any updates.
Take care on the water, tight lines, good fishing and I wish you a very successful 2018-19
competition
Kevin Oates
GFAA National Junior Tournament Coordinator

A couple of happy monthly prize winners

Winners are grinners – Max Grasso and Riley Dunbar with prizes and awards
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Angler Achievement
South Coast Bluefin
Kaitlyn Schofield from
Bermagui Big Game
and Angling Club lives
in Eden and is an
extremely capable
young junior angler.
She was aged just 11
years old when she
caught this
magnificent SBT on the
13th June off Eden
fishing with her father
Brian, on their 7m boat
“Shockwave”.
Weighing in at 72kg

the fish was caught on
15kg tackle with the fight
taking one and a half
hours.
Kaitlyn’s fish is a pending
Australian and NSW
Record and has been
entered in the GFAA
National Junior
Tournament.
The fish weighs a lot more
than Kaitlyn and at 1.7m
long is longer than she is
high.

Contributed by
Grahame Williams OAM
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Rules and Records – Peter Babarskas, Records Officer

Rules Committee Chair

Rule clarification – Live baiting multiple lines
At the end of March a query came from a Queensl angler concerning handing a rod to another
angler while live baiting. To paraphrase the question:
“The question concerns the practice involves multiple crew/anglers dropping (free spooling) live
baits on circle hooks down to bait schools, stopping and adjusting the bait at various depths by
applying pressure with their thumb /or retrieving line with the reel engaged and out of free spool
waiting lengthy periods seeking a run/bite by a fish.
This is normal “live baiting” technique, however, the practice of subsequently passing the rod
over to another angler by a mate once the “run/bite” has been felt is the subject of this request
for clarification. Simply, is this legal?”
The response after checking with the Rules Committee members and consulting with IGFA is:
That the situation raised is totally illegal.
There is nothing in the rules that allows for this “Hand-off practice”, it is quite clear in the rules
(Angling Rules #1.) They have stated that if the person has felt the run or bite then handed the
rod to another angler regardless of whether or not the reels drag is engaged or the hook has
been set; this is illegal.
The outcome is a rewrite of the clarification of Rule 1

GFAA Gamefishing 2018 Journal
Rules Equipment Regulations
Page 63
ANGLING RULES
1.

From the time a fish strikes or takes a bait or lure, the
angler must hook, fight and land or boat the fish without
the aid of any other person, except as provided for in these
regulations.
(CLARIFICATION to ANGLING RULE 1.) If the mate is letting
out the bait or lure and the reel is in free spool, the rod can
be put back in the cover board. This situation is legal. Under
no circumstances can any drag be put on the reel or the
rod handed to another person. The rationale is that the
hook has not been set with the reel out of gear. When
retrieving a bait or lure the fish would be disqualified
immediately if the rod is put back into the cover board or
transferred to another person as the reel is in gear and the
hook has been set.
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New records
From 9th March to 13th July 2018 – All are salt water records except where shown.
Category

Species

Line
Class

Angler

Weight

State

Status

Small Fry
Cobia
Female

2

Jessica
Hornhardt

2.54

WA

Aust

Small Fry Gold Spot
Female
Trevally

1

Jessica
Hornhardt

2.44

WA

Aust

Small Fry
Whaler Shark
Male

2

Max Grasso

5.86

WA

Aust

Small Fry Southern
Male
Bluefin Tuna

8

Sam Whan

27.76

SA

Aust

Small Fry
Black Marlin
Female

10

Chloe Bajada

30.90

NSW

Aust

Female

Whaler Shark

6

Janet West

71.60

NSW

Aust

Junior
Female

Blue Marlin

15

Mikira Wright

82.50

NSW

Aust

Junior
Female

Hammerhead
Shark

8

Chloe
Hornhardt

44.48

WA

Aust

Male

Rainbow
Runner

3

Jason
Hornhardt

6.20

WA

Aust

Small Fry
Black Marlin
Male

4

Benjamin
Massurit

19.10

QLD

Aust

Small Fry
Snapper
Male

10

Lochlan Scott
Turrell

8.22

WA

Aust

Small Fry
Mahi Mahi
Male

3

Lochlan Scott
Turrell

4.13

WA

Aust

Small Fry
Barramundi
Male

3

Marlin
Tompkins

4.84

QLD

Aust

10

Chloe
Laurence

125.00

NSW

Aust

Small Fry
Samsonfish
Female

2

Tessa Lucas

2.40

WA

Aust

Small Fry Broad barred
Male
Mackerel

6

Max Grasso

6.12

WA

Aust

Small Fry
Snapper
Male

6

Max Grasso

11.12

WA

Aust

Small Fry
Snapper
Male

8

Max Grasso

9.44

WA

Aust

Small Fry Rainbow
Male
Runner

3

Max Grasso

3.46

WA

Aust

Female

Striped
Marlin
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Line
Class

Angler

1

Vicki Searle

Small Fry
Tiger Shark
Female

15

Male

Snapper

Male

Category

State

Status

1.06

WA

Aust

Jessica
Hornhardt

74.20

WA

Aust

2

Tom Miller

4.30

WA

Aust

Snapper

3

Tom Miller

4.60

WA

Aust

Snapper

4

Tom Miller

5.70

WA

Aust

Snapper

1

Tom Miller

6.15

WA

Aust

Junior
Female

Blue Marlin

60

Elly Offord

169.50

NSW

Aust

Junior
Female

Southern
Bluefin Tuna

15

Kaitlyn
Schofield

72.00

NSW

Aust

Female
and All
Tackle

Broadbill
Swordfish

37

Eboney
Westwood

282.40

Tas

Aust

Male

Tope

2

Kevin
McLoughlin

12.06

SA

Aust

Male

Carp

2

Ashley
Brandom

8.60

SA

Aust

Mulloway

24

Billy
Papageorgiou

28.00

SA

Aust

Female
Fresh Water

Land Based

Male
Land Based

Male
Land Based

Fresh Water

Male

Species
Mangrove
Jack

Weight

1000lb Captures
1000lb

Tiger Shark

15

Reece
Woodforth

460.50

NSW

Aust

1000 lb

Tiger Shark

24

Elliott Gyler

543.50

NSW

Aust

1000lb

Tiger Shark

60

Clint Pavlidis

461.60

NSW

Aust

1000lb

Tiger Shark

15

Chad Owens

465.50

NSW

Aust
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All Tackle Length Records
All Tackle Length Records were introduced by GFAA in 2013. To date there have been few
claims in the category, leaving many records open for anglers to have their measure and
release efforts unrecognised.
Any fish entered for length records must be measured by anglers at the site of the
capture and released so that it swims away on its own and in good condition. The fish
should be revived by moving it forward in the water to ensure a healthy release. Fish
caught and entered for length records are NOT eligible for weighing and submission for
other record categories. See page 64 of the 2018 GFAA Journal or the website for further
details.
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OBITUARY - Daphne Nielsen
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Contributors
Would you like to share your club’s or members’ news or achievements? Clubs and
members affiliated with GFAA are encouraged to contribute to the next issue of the
GFAA newsletter. Articles of a general or specific nature in Word format with high
resolution images are welcome. GFAA reserves the right to edit content, but will always
return for approval before publishing. Email to secretary@gfaa.asn.au

Subscriptions
CLICK HERE to subscribe to direct distribution. Insert in your name, club and preferred
email address.
GFAA undertakes not to use, share or retain any subscriber information for any purpose
other than the delivery of this Newsletter.
Contributors to this issue were: Peter Babarskas, Ian Bladin, Ben Bright, Peter Coote,
Peter Cox, John Edwards, Bronagh Kelly, John Marsh, John McIntyre, Mick Meiers, Kevin
Oates, Doug Sanderson, Bruce Simpson, Dr Sean Tracey, Anton Vogiatzis and Grahame
Williams.

Links - Click on logo to visit the state website
GFAA

Northern Territory

New South Wales

Queensland

South Australia

Tasmania

Victoria

Western Australia

Juniors Facebook
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